
Games 
 
“Treasure Hunt” Quiz: a regular quiz in which a few questions are marked as 
“treasures”…if a quizzer answers a treasure question correctly, they receive a 
prize…they do not know in advance which questions are treasure questions 
 
Money Quiz: a regular quiz in which correct answers are rewarded monetarily 
based on point value; another variation is like a treasure quiz but use a $1 coin 
as the prize 
 
Candy Quiz: like the treasure hunt quiz only uses candy as the prize 
 
Tic-Tac-Toe: 2 teams; play like regular tic-tac-toe except each square is a 
question with point values as follows…center = 30, corners = 20, rest = 10 
 
“Step Ahead”: line up shoulder to shoulder, each quizzer on a floor tile; each is 
asked a question…right answer means can step ahead one tile…closer to finish 
line, the harder the questions…first to finish line wins 
 
Bean Bag Toss: toss bean bags to get 10-20-30 point question…highest score 
wins 
 
Quote Bean Bag Toss:  toss bean bag…if lands in bucket, quizzer gets to pick 
verse to quote…if miss, coach picks verse to quote 
 
Dart Game: same as bean bag toss, but uses nerf dart gun 
 
Spinner Game: use a spinner to get type of question (direct, two-part, three-part, 
quotation, quotation completion, cross reference) 
 
Spinner Game 2: use a spinner to get point value of each question (10 - 20- 30) 
 
Baseball: like Bible baseball, except single is direct question, double is two-part 
question, triple is three-part question, and home run is cross reference question 
 
Stop the Pirates:  draw 5 treasure chests on island and 5 waves near ship; two 
teams, Pirates and Guards; correct answer by Guards buries a treasure; correct 
answer by Pirates erases a wave; first team to either bury all treasures or erase 
all waves wins 
 
Football: two teams; ball is on 50 yard line; correct answer moves ball toward 
team’s goal; first team to make it to goal line wins 
 
 


